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new ideas. They did not 'hold with' anything which disturbed
an ancient custom or belief. They were of the ^same spiritual
temper as those who, a few miles away, and centuries earlier, had
assembled in the barn at Scrooby Manor, where William Brewster
and his neighbours prepared their minds and plans for the sailing
of the Mayflower.
The intellectual torpor of an English village sixty years ago may
be illustrated by the fact that until I left the one in which 1 was born
I never saw a copy of The Pilgrims Progress, or any of the works of
Charles Dickens, and I never heard any one mention the names of
Lincoln, Wilberforce, or Lloyd Garrison, But many precious
pennies were coaxed from my usually empty pocket for the needs
of missionaries to the 'heathen/
The village was not, however, without its own subdued and
simple social life. The anniversary celebrations of the various
Sunday Schools were the public occasions that made the greatest
appeal to the children; and at Whitsuntide the annual procession
through the village of the members of the Ancient Order of
Foresters Friendly Society was looked forward to with almost
equal pleasure by the elders. Headed by the village brass band,
the members of the Order, in full regalia, marched to the parish
church, and afterwards dined together in a tent erected in the
courtyard of one of the village inns.
One of the farmers by whom I was employed had continued the
ancient and genial practice of giving a * harvest supper/ when he
and his wife entertained to a friendly and substantial meal the
labourers and their wives who had been employed during the
harvest period. I have always regretted that the simple hospitality
thus provided was not more generally extended by farmers to their
employees. These suppers, cost very little, for most of the food
consumed was grown on the farm, and they provided just that
touch of neighbourly sympathy and goodwill which is too often
missing in the relationships which exist between employer and
employed. I remember also that the same farmer, who was himself
far from being a rich man, never sent his men and boys home on
Christmas Eve without a gift of a pair of fowls, or a duck for their
Christmas table, and these welcome presents were all the more
valued because they were always cheerfully given. The harvest
celebrations of most of the farmers were of a simpler and cheaper
nature. When the last load of corn had been tied upon the wagon
it was decorated with green boughs taken from the trees, and the

